Noble House Molier
Anno 1157
Tandem Erit Messis

Royaum Sans Frontières, 14 october 2013,
To my dear Friends and those whom these presents come, Greetings!
Know ‘I’ am not forgetting my dear friends in these days of hardship.
Did you hear about what happened to our friends at the other side of the ocean?
It seems the ‘government’ of the good old US of A Corporation are no longer able pay their
bills, not even the salaries of the politicians, for they have reached the ceiling, no more such a
thing called ‘money’, or so it seems.
Truckers, bikers and muslims marching to DC by the million, national parks closed because
police can no longer pay for patrol.
The word is even all (our) gold is gone, those still around filled with tungsten, and even talks
about possible explosion of the FED/IMF/BIS/ECB/etc, mmmmmmmmmm.
How could this be?
Did not ‘money’ come out of no-thing, as it did for so long?
Now I wonder, what if this would happen to YOU too, my friends?
I must appologize for not realizing having a hidden fund, but since I am fully transparent will
share it with all of you, for I know you need it more than me.
Receiving clients at an office without heating, that could not be, better let me take the heat of
not having any heating, I am used to it.
And what to think about what happens when you people do not get payed?
Myself, having been out of fresh ‘income’ almost 5 years, I am used to it.
Surely by now you wonder, how much will it be, so let me share with you the amount, but
know it is my negative income which will turn into about half of it, for in past have donated
52% for years, and now this is returned, because of the interest I was allowed to transfer, to
you, which is (still) deductable.
Ok, let me check the paper received from the accountant, €-10.281 it was for 2012.
For you, I do hope the State of the Netherlands Corporation is not bankrupt, same as the
American one, for in that case there be no more ‘tax’ office, and you could ‘wistle’ to your
‘money’ as the Dutch saying goes.

Anyway, enough about money, or, well, as it seems some of you still confront me with
‘legalese’ and ’s-word’ letters, dis-honering me, even after my friendly request and offer in
the previous letter.
Please be aware for this fact you will receive a FINE.
For ACADEMICA, because of use of the treatening word SOMMATIE, you are requested to
DONATE €1000 to the UQD Foundation.
For VREDEZICHT INCASSO MAATSCHAPPIJ, on behalf of STATER NEDERLAND
B.V., on behalf of ZWITSERLEVEN, on behalf of SNS, etc etc, its major share holder
STATE OF THE NETHERLANDS, for TREATENING TO HAVE THE HOUSE SOLD BY
A NOTARY, €1.000.000 fine, to please be DONATED to the UQD Foundation.
Details for how to donate are at our website www.uqd-edu.eu, please see right side of page.
Thank you on behalf of all that will benefit from said ‘money’, and be in the knowledge it is
not for me, you will make said ‘fine’ as a donation, for I am not treatening you in any way,
for Royaum Sans Frontières is based on FREE WILL, no such thing as ‘law’, it has been a
HU-MAN invention by people running a SLAVERY SYSTEM, to protect their interests, no
honor in such a system, so I resist from using it or being part of it, which I am not and never
will be.
You might understand the words SEIZE AND DESIST, know I use them not as ‘law’ but for
you to realize it being time to stop your acting, again, AS A SOVEREIGN LIVING MAN I
WISH NOT CONTRACT, ALL YOU OFFER WILL BE ACCEPTED AS A FREE GIFT BY
DONATION, for which I, and those I represent, will thank you very much!
I am sure your corporations too have employees capable of taking ‘things’ off balance,
swiftly, without a trace, e.g. by one of your funds for the common good, or just deduct it from
tax as a ‘loss’, so simple can it be.
Anyway, I congratulate you with turning a mortgage into a loan, so for second time created at
least 10x the amount, by so called fractional ‘banking’, keeping many of the street, by
receiving 10x ‘interest’, what a wonderful system, the perpetuum mobile does indeed exist,
unlimited batteries!
Having said this, please know I WILL NOT DEFEND MY-SELF BY MEANS OF ‘LAW’,
all YOUR actions against me, and those I represent, are BY YOUR OWN FREE WILL, for
which you will be PERSONALLY ACCOUNTABLE, in this ‘life’ or the next.
To show you my good faith, I offer YOU to assign to good cause and spend said donated by
you ‘money’ TOGETHER.
Know that I offer you my open hand, not slap your face with a glove, not looking through
bars of my helmet, indeed, the helmet has no bars, completely open, even more, I do not wear
a helmet nor any other ‘protection’.
Know I wish you be a FRIEND, like as knights on a common ‘project’, making change for
the good of All-That-Is.
I wish YOU to know you are most welcome take my hand, watch into my eyes, and if you
can, have vision straight to source, this is ‘I’, the 1, the ‘ ‘ …
Now, let’s again shift the attention to our site, some-thing positive, I wish show a possible
way to go, for HU-MANity, including those living at the place currently known as The
Netherlands.
The latest additions are www.uqd-edu.eu/who2help.html and www.uqdedu.eu/help4you.html.

Apart from this you might like the parts about Visions, the White Knights, the RightToCopy,
by now you know how get to the information.
Parts you can see as a proof of concept, for the site is simple html/css/javascript, no
management systems or databases, KISS only, low budget, for the moment.
The point I try to make is, we do need some changes in the way those living together relate to
eachother, for central government is shrinking and turning ‘things’ to local, meaning the hot
potatoe is getting near, and many not knowing what to do and how to handle.
Many ‘jobs’ are created, unfortunately in a sector suppressing individual freedoms of the
people, writing parking tickets, no one happy, accept for the ‘integration’ parties eating the
budgets, so, a dead end road.
What if we could have an honest open discussion, opening the files, showing balances, letting
all decide on how to spend ‘money’ and resources?
What if people could help in their own communities, simple things like helping the neighbour
with shopping, or little repairs in the house, painting, or mowing the grass, community
gardens, green playgrounds, but please, have it all in the open and TRANSPARANT, no more
FORCE.
What if ‘we’ could do with less personal ‘property’, what if we could do some SHARING,
what if those things could be in empty buildings, used as distribution centers.
For some idea’s on this, please check the Visions part on the site, ‘my’ second pdf, or Future
(is now) visions of others, their documents.
Or the WijThorbecke movement.
Please, let’s get together, let’s exchange some thoth/thought, let’s bring some Joy, let’s honor
the House of Orange (is us), let’s co-create Future (is now), let’s … let’s DO IT, NOW!!!
It sure could be possible, for not only King Willem Alexander received DREAMS, as it seems
ZWITSERLEVEN are now also asking for sharing dreams, on Facebook, which is good,
know I very much wish help, things with children, I even have intentions go to refugee
camps, with those having been pushed out of Syria, like the good work by Sheikh Mohamad.
But know, myself having no more that called ‘money’, so need a sponsor, not for making me
‘rich’, for I help FOR FREE, just need some food/drink/clothing/travel, basic, very basic.
One last thing, because of a conplaint by ??? on linkedin, I, and those I am connected to, are
no longer able communicate and exchange idea’s, if this was by one of you, PLEASE have
me resurrected as that I AM, not a Tobi http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ByhFz5e5Tno.
Also, since it sort of forced me to Facebook, could it continue without some-one pressing the
nuclear button?
My request for new shoes, size 44, has been granted, even with steel noses, plus, quite
unexpectedly, a new coat, type ‘parka’.
So, it is possible, giving and receiving, thank YOU very much!
Please know, I am not ‘high’, and if I am, so are you, for all created equal …

HRH Prince Patrick from the Noble House Molier,
Sovereign of Royaum Sans Frontières,
Secretary/Treasurer University of Quantum Dynamics Foundation,
Patron Prince Sovereign White Knights of Malta - Order of St. Germain,
etc etc.

This letter being in English, for I know you honor my request to bring it to the attention of the
highest ‘authority’ inside your organisation or corporation, for which I thank you.
Appendices:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Alsheikh-Mohamad-AlkalafII/108475072591891?hc_location=timeline
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/matrix-sanskrit.pdf
http://www.wijthorbecke.nl
http://issuu.com/golfbeweging
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IecTVUfn7qU

